
SUMMARY

„Everyone has the right to intcrpret ’56 to their heart’s desire, bút nobody to monopolise 
it. Fór only the knowledge of unadulterated truth can untie the confrontations of the pást to 
the concord of the present. And because we have to arrive at peace, it is our interest and 
duty to establish the hístorical facts wíthout distortion or prejudice.” These words, taken 
frotn the address of President Árpád Göncz on 16 June 1994, commemorating the martyrs 
of the revolutíon, serve as the motto fór the present volume, and, indeed, fór the entire 
activity of the Institute.

Duríng the pást year, the members of the Institute and their coileagues continued the 
taskof„establishing the hístorical facts without distortion and prejudice.” As the directors’ 
report (pp. 223-236) summarizes, all our major programs progressed in 1993-94. The list 
of publications by the Institute and its staff (pp. 232-236) reflect the successful completion 
of several projects. The Institute’s operations improved greatly by having finally received 
suitable quarters close to the center of the city at 1074 Budapest VTI., Dohány utca 74, with 
several phone (36-1-122 5228, -3620, -4026, -4036) and fax (36-1-122 3084) lines. The 
research library, the Órai History Archive, and the studies of the staff are now housed in a 
manner that allows both research and teaching activities.

We have grave personal losses to mourn: in April, 1994, one of our founding 
co-chairmen, Professor Kálmán Benda, doyen of Hungárián historíans and a very active 
member of our Board, died, and in July 1994, we lost Professor George Heltai, Honorary 
President of the Institute’s Board of Trustees, former director of the Imre Nagy Insdtute of 
Political Research (Brussels) and deputy minister of the revolutionary cabinet of 1956, who 
died in his eightieth year, in Charleston S.C.

The research reports detail the work of the Institute’s various concems. First of all, 
threeyearsof archivál studies on the victims ofthepost-revolutionaryrepressioncouldnow 
be summartzed: A. Szakolczai and his team established that 229 persons were sentenced to 
death and executed after the defeat of the uprising on the charge of particípating in the 
revolution (pp. 237-256). This number-whích, of course, does nőt include those whom 
local militias or the Soviet occupational forces shot and killed without judicial procedure- 
was arrived at after several screenings and siftings of the records. Ilié  meticuluous research 
in the judicial archives alsó shed light on the system of repression, its main target groups 
(mainly young working mén and women, who fought with arms in hand against the 
invaders), and the difficulties of unbiased research on this highly sensitive subject. Gy. 
Kozák is outlining the accomplishments and plans of the Órai History Archive, soon to 
celebrate its tenth anniversary (pp, 257-266). The 750 interviews, completely catalogued
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(see Yearbook 1992, pp. 267-90, Yearbook 1993 pp. 323—27, and above, pp. 267-270 and 
271-282) can now be studied and utilised by students of several disciplines, írom contem- 
porary history to sociology and family studies. A cumulative index of names is Ín the works, 
and a computerised data-base fór the study of recollections on 1956 is being developed 
parallel with cross references to archivál sources, The staff of the OHA is in the process of 
planníng, in a major interdiscipHnary project, to examine thefateof the „second generálion” 
of 1956 victims: the children of the incarcerated and executed revolutionaries. The film- 
and videography of 1956 is alsó close to complete (on relevant research, see pp. 287-291). 
A research project, co-sponsored by the Institute, is following up the enigmatic fate of the 
Danish UN staff inember, Povl Bang-Jensen. A. Nagy is reporting on the results-and on 
the „closed doors”-he encountered during his inquiry about the conflicts and intrigues that 
surrounded the work of the UN special commission on Hungary, of which Bang-Jensen 
was secretary (pp. 293-298). P. Germuska, a young histórián, began to work on a monog- 
raph about the uprising in the mining town of Tatabánya; his first results are summarized 
in a chronological outline (pp. 197-219).

The editors of the Yearbook decided that, beginning with the present issue, future 
volumes should include topical ’dossiers* containing documents and studies on a particular 
subject of Central interest toour fjeid of research. The first such collection on the first months 
of activities of the 1956 political emigrés appears as Part I of this volume. Zoltán Sztáray 
(San Bernardino, Cal.) presents two articles, one by himself, another by the former 
Hungárián envoy to Paris, Paul Auer, published originally in a newslettef in early 1957, the 
letter of the senior rnember of the Imre Nagy government abroad, Anna Kéthly and the 
address of former prímé minister Ferenc Nagy to the Strasbourg meeting of exiled politi- 
cians in January 1957 (pp. 13-26): they discuss the problems of politics in exile and theorise 
about the possibilities of keeping the emigrés together, acting on behalf of those perscuted 
’back home’, and influencíng world opinion. The same subjects are touched upon in the 
minutes of the Hungárián Revolutíonary Council, founded at the Strasbourg meeting, 
published here fór the first time by the Council’s former co-chairman, Béla K. Király (pp. 
35-45). His candid notes register, how few of the Council’s great and important plans did 
nőt materiálisé due to lack of funds and the rather short memory of the nations and 
governments sympathising with, bút doing little fór, the exiled Hungarians and the oppres- 
sed country. These contributions alsó shed light on the difficulties of cooperation between 
the oldergeneration of exiled polÍticans(pre-andpost-1945)on the one side and the 1956ers 
on the other. Still, in spite of very different traditions and expectations, a certain amount of 
mutual respect helped in avoiding open rifts. Another set of documents, published by 
George Gömöri (Cambridge), testify to the enthusiasm fór Hungary among students in 
Britain and elsewhere in Europe during the first weeks and months following the Soviet 
suppression of the uprising (pp. 27-34), It is pathetic to read, how the Hungárián „emissa- 
ries”, of whom the author was one, could nőt help registering that there were more promises 
than deeds. Something similar arises alsó írom the study of P. Hidas (Montréal) on the 
reception of Hungárián refugee students Ín Canada (pp. 125-136). While they finally found 
their piacé in academic institutions, many months passed amid disappointments and mutual 
recriminations.

Gy. Bor bánd i recalls a leftist attempt at a theoretical and political assessment of the 
revolution’s program, a Paris conference called „Meeting of Hungárián Popular Forces” in 

, the Spring of 1957 (pp. 47-67). The rather eclectic theoretical and political stance of the
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organisers was finally rejected by those who attended, bút the project characterised well 
tbe searcb fór orientation in those early months.

Two contributions in the „dossier” are devoted to one of the most influentia) exile 
joumals, the „Literary Gazette” [Irodalmi Újság], published in London and later in Paris, 
from 1957 through 1989. Its reputation as having been the major organ of the reform-minded 
opposition in the last years of the Rákosi régime gave the jouma) a chance to become the 
leading weekly (later monthly, at the end quarterly) among the exiles. In his posthumously 
published recollections-which were, actually, the last pages he wrote before his death in 
March 1994-Tamás Aczél, member of the first editorial staff, describes the atmosphere of 
the early days ín the London editorial office (pp. 69-93). J.M. Rainer, Ín tűm, looks back 
at the first 15 years of the joumal (pp. 95-105), ápropos an exhibition held in Budapest and 
the re-publication, in facsimile, of all its pást issues (on which see alsó a review on pp. 
00-00). He analyses the political and literary development of the paper and the major 
crossroads its editors had to pass. He notes, how, in the beginning, the analysis of 1956 
served as the Central issue of debate, and was gradually replaced by the critical evaluation 
of events „back home”, the partial and temporary reforms of the Kádár régimé, hopes and 
disappointments connected with these, and the most decisive moment of the joumal’s 
establishing links with the emerging opposition in Hungary.

A peculiar and tragic episode of the early days in exile is investigated by L. Eörsi: the 
so-called Hungárián Revolutionary Committee in Vienna (pp. 107-124). A group of 
freedom-fighters tried toorganise both humanitarian actions and somé kind of underground 
network in Hungary after the defeat of the Revolution. They succeeded in rescueing a 
number of people from Hungary, bút finally-partly because of their inexperience partly 
because of their group’s being infiltrated by a Kádárist agent-ran intő the dragnet of the 
police and three of them wereexecuted Ín 1957, several of their home contacts spent years 
injails.

The studies on the intemational aspects of 1956 contain a report on the archivál sources 
in Paris, by György Litván (pp. 139-147), suggesting the riches of matéria! on French 
reaction to the events, contacts to Hungárián oppositionals and official attitudes to popular 
(and intetlectual) sympathies fór the Revolution. The article outlines the major tasks of 
research in these fonds. Another episode of French reaction to 1956 has been researched 
by Éva Standeisky from Soviet archives, where she found evidence on the attempts of a 
French „fellow-traveller”, to use his good standing in Moscow fór protesting against the 
Soviet attack on Hungary (pp. 149-163). The novelist, Vercors, who on his father’s side 
was of Hungárián origin, tried to „mediate” between the Hungárián and Soviet intellectuals. 
He first looked fór support in Francé and then went to Moscow to deliver his message to 
the writers there, only to run intő harsh rebuke by the stalinist French CP and his Soviet 
hosts, nothing said of the-forced-protest of his Hungárián friends, several of whom were 
arrested soon thereafter, so that he finally did nőt use the strong words he planned to bút 
abandoned his sympathetic stance towards the communísts fór good. Csaba Békés looks at 
the development of U. S. policies vis á vis Hungary in 1956 (pp. 165-178). Surveying the 
contradictory stance of American policies towards eastern Europe-de facto acceptance of 
the status quo coupied with „liberation-propaganda in words”-h e  demonstrates that the 
Dulles-brothers managed to block even the limited sympathies of the Eisenhower White 
House fór Hungárián neutrality. While in central Europe the Austrian example seemed to 
be a most desirable option, American foreign policy regarded that solution, e. g., in the case
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of Austria, as a necessary compromise and was in no ways interested in expanding the 
strategically and politically rather unstable form to other countries. He then follows the 
steps taken the Imre Nagy govemment in the U.N. on the one hand and the Western powers 
tactics there on the other, and anaiyses the causes of the world organisation’s delay in 
standing up fór Hungary. János Tischler continued to mine the Polish government and party 
archives, and brought together Ín a narrative article the fmdíng of his earlier source 
publicatíons on the Gomulka leadership’s initially reserved sympathetic attitűdé through a 
more critical stance to their final turn against revolutionary Hungary (pp. 179-195).

The volume alsó contains a number of book reviews, including one on the Hungárián 
translation of the British diplomát, Peter Unwin’s book on Imre Nagy, and a current 
bibliography of publicatíons on 1956 and related subjects.
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